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Que 1:-Explain the procedure of POS. 

Ans:- 

1.Handling Cash: Handling cash is an important part of your work. Here, mistakes can often be made and 

this needs to be avoided. It costs  the store money, upsets customers and damages reputations including 

yours. 

2.Cash Register Security: Stores have inmost cases strict rules when it comes to handling 

cash, maintaining the security of stock, merchandise on display and other valuable assets. 

Que 2 List the equipments used in POS. 

Ans 2 There are several pieces of equipment at the Point-of-Sale. They include: 

*            Cash register. 

*            EFT/ POS machine. 

*            Scales. 

*            Scanners. 

*            Imprinting machines. 

*            Conveyor belt. 

*            Phone or Microphone for announcement/public address system. 

Que 3 What are the rules of security of cash handling? 

Ans 3 As a security measure follow these simple rules. 



*            Never leave the cash register open at anytime unless you are using it. 

*            Never face away from an open cash drawer.  

*            Never provide your staff code to anyone. 

*            Always lock the register when leaving the station. 

*            Never leave the key in an unattended cash register. 

*            Have the cash cleared on a regular basis so as not to hold too much cash in the register. 

*            Do not be distracted while using the cash register. 

*            Never leave cash lying around. 

*            Never stop to talk with customers or staff while carrying cash from one place to another. 

*            Use common sense and be alert to suspicious persons or situations. 

Que 4 Explain 3 strategies of retailers to play significant role in customer’s lives’. 

Ans 4 

1.           Deliver on the Brand Promise 

Having the right tools in place can go a long way to helping retailers ensure they are delivering the 

products and pricing that meet the brand promise. If shoppers are more confident that the products will be 

available and in-stock at the moment they want to buy an item, they will be more likely to return to that 

retail store and/or brand. 

2.           Embrace Cross Channel Retailing 

The bottom line for retailers today: Cross-channel shoppers are more profitable than single- channel 

shoppers. To meet the demands of these cross-channel shoppers, retailers should be focusing on 

converging their customer and inventory data across channels with the goal of creating a consistent brand 

experience. 

3.           Renew Focus on the In-Store Shopping Experience 

The combination of smarter and more demanding shoppers with a down economy is presenting retailers 

with one of the most challenging retail scenarios in recent years. The smarter consumers push retailers to 

deliver the most up-to-date and innovative technology solutions, while the down economy forces retailers 



to find the quickest ROI possible for any implementation. 

Que 5:-State the imperatives of customer centric retailing. 

Ans 5:-The imperatives of customer centric retailing are as follows: 

The following four strategic imperatives: 

1.           Build an organization that defines a shopping experience that evolves with changing 

customer expectations: Retailers need to build a dynamic organization that is aligned to listen to the 

customer so that it can continuously enhance and sustain customer satisfaction. This requires a 

commitment to innovate and experiment with new concepts and offerings. 

2.           Provide a truly convenient shopping experience: Stores need to be designed to create an 

environment that is easy to shop and provides customers with the necessary tools, information, and 

services needed to make an informed and confident purchase. 

3.           Develop an integrated view of the customer: Retailers need to achieve a foundational level of 

customer information integration that includes eliminating customer data silos and integrating fragmented 

pieces of data gathered across all customer touch points and channels. This level of integration allows 

retailers to deliver more seamless shopping experiences and also deliver more relevant offerings to 

customers. 

4.           Deliver a flexible product/service offering: Retailers need to be able to tailor their offerings to 

meet customer needs across different segments, local markets, shopping occasions and product categories. 

The store should be designed and operated with flexible options that allow customers to shop the way they 

want to shop. 

Que 6 What approach a Retailer adopt to Transform the Organization and the Store? 

Ans 6  Our approach to moving ahead toward building greater customer centricity involves three key 

steps: 

1.           Determine the Customer Experience Vision: Align your ideal shopping experience with the 

company’s core value proposition and your customers’ needs and expectations. Assess any gaps between 

your customers’ perceptions and what you are trying to achieve. Then, assess your ability to deliver on the 

four customer-centric strategic imperatives. The customer-centric store IBM Business Consulting Services. 

2.           Evaluate and Prioritize your Investments: Identify particular initiatives that can help the 

company achieve its vision. Understand the ROI for these investments and how they will impact the 

business in the long and short term. Take a self-funding approach to your investment portfolio. Prioritize 

“quick hit” projects first to fund longer lead-time initiatives that have higher costs and might initially be 

out of the scope of the company’s abilities. 



3.           Develop a Transformation Plan: Begin execution of a change management and communication 

plan immediately to help ensure that the transformation of the company will be successful at every level. 

Assign benefits responsibility to senior leaders and embed realization of benefits into future operating 

budgets. Finally, determine a set of metrics and governance procedures to measure the impact of the 

initiatives and manage progress. 

Que 7 Explain the Key elements of a successful direct delivery business. 

Ans 7 Key elements of a successful direct delivery business 

*            Well-organized customer list management. 

*            Consistent and well-designed marketing materials. These do a good job of highlighting what 

makes your farm different. 

*            Responsive customer service. 

*            Consistent, high-quality products. 

*            Clean and well-labeled packaging and delivery system. 

*            Proper labeling and licenses. 

 

MAINTENANCE OF STORE AREAS AND COMMUNICATE EFFECTIVELY WITH 

STAKEHOLDERS 
 

Que 1:-What are the Goals and Objectives of Maintenance  Organizations? 

Ans1 -The typical goals and objectives for a maintenance organization are listed. 

(a)         Maintaining existing equipment and facilities: This activity is the primary reason for the 

existence of the maintenance organization. The organization gains no advantage from owning equipment 

or facilities that are not operating or functional. This component is the “keep-it- running” charter of 

maintenance. 

(b)         Equipment and facilities inspections and services: These programs are generally referred to as 

preventive and predictive maintenance (PM and PdM). These activities increase the availability of the 

equipment and facilities by reducing the number of unexpected breakdown or service interruptions. 

(c)          Equipment installations or alterations: Installing and altering equipment are generally not the 

charge of the maintenance organization; they are usually performed by outside contract personnel. 

However, maintenance must still maintain the equipment, so they should be involved in any equipment 



installations or alterations. 
 

Que 2 :- Explain various strategies of Developing Maintenance and Asset Management. 

Ans:- Developing Maintenance and Asset Management Strategies are :- 

1.           Objectives of Maintenance Management 

*            Maximum production at the lowest cost, the highest quality, and within optimum safety standards. 

*            Identify and implement cost reductions. 

*            Provide accurate equipment maintenance records. 

*            Collect necessary maintenance cost information. 

2.           Reducing Costs is Sometimes an Overlooked Aspect of Maintenance: By examining its 

practices, maintenance can usually make adjustments in tools, training, repair procedures, and work 

planning, all of which can reduce the amount of labor or materials that may be required to perform a 

specific job. 

3.           Provide Accurate Equipment Maintenance Records: Providing accurate equipment 

maintenance records enables a company to accurately track equipment in such engineering terms as mean 

time between failure or mean time to repair. 

4.           Developing Performance Indicators for Managing Maintenance: Collecting necessary 

maintenance cost information enables companies to track engineering information. For example, by using 

life-cycle costing information, companies can purchase assets with the lowest life-cycle costs rather than 

lowest initial costs. 

5.           Equipment Service Level: Equipment service level indicates the amount of time the equipment 

is available for its intended service. The amount of service required from the equipment, along with its 

resultant costs, determines the type of maintenance philosophy a company will adopt. 
 

Que 3What are the waste areas of Inventory? 

Ans 3 : Typical areas of waste in the inventory and purchasing function include: 

1.           Stocking too many spare parts. 

2.           Expediting spare part delivery. 

3.           Allowing shelf life to expire. 



4.           Single line item purchase orders. 

5.           Vanished spare parts. 

 

Que 4:- Explain different Maintenance Philosophies. 

Ans:-Following are the philosophies of Maintenance:- 

1. Reactive Maintenance: In far too many cases, equipment is run until it breaks down. There is no 

preventive maintenance; the technicians react, working only on equipment that is malfunctioning. This 

approach is the most expensive way to coordinate maintenance. Equipment service level is generally 

below acceptable levels, and product quality is usually impacted. 

2. Corrective Maintenance: Corrective maintenance activities are generated from PM inspections, 

routine operational requests, and routine service requirements. These activities make up the maintenance 

backlog and should be planned and scheduled in advance. This approach is the most cost-effective way to 

perform maintenance, reducing performance costs by 2 to 4 times compared to reactive maintenance. 

When the majority of maintenance activities fall into this category, equipment service levels can be 

maintained. 

3. Preventive Maintenance: Preventive maintenance includes the lubrication program, routine 

inspections, and adjustments. Many potential problems can thus be corrected before they occur. At this 

level of maintenance, equipment service levels enter the acceptable range for most operations. 

4. Predictive Maintenance: Predictive maintenance allows failures to be forecast through analysis of the 

equipment’s condition. The analysis is generally conducted through some form of trending of a parameter, 

such as vibration, temperature, and flow. Preventive maintenance differs from predictive maintenance in 

that it focuses on manual tasks whereas predictive maintenance uses some form of technology. Predictive 

maintenance allows equipment to be repaired at times that do not interfere with production schedules, 

thereby removing one of the largest factors from downtime cost. 

5. Maintenance Prevention: Maintenance prevention activities focus on changing the design of 

equipment components so they require less maintenance. This type of maintenance uses the data gathered 

from the previous techniques to design out maintenance requirements. 
 

Que 5 Analyze how to communicate the information effectively with the stakeholders. 

Ans 5:- 1. Awareness: The most important communications strategy is to make potential customers aware 

of your store and the products you offer. By advertising in local newspapers and printed directories, like 

the telephone book, you can make it easy for customers to locate your store. The online version of a 

traditional directory. 



2. Relationships: To protect your customer base and increase repeat sales, adopt a communications 

strategy based on a loyalty program. . You can adopt the principles of a loyalty program, without the 

database element, by offering customers vouchers or discounts against future purchases. 

3. Mobile: With increasing numbers of consumers using mobile phones to get information on stores, 

products and local deals, you can develop a mobile merchandising strategy to communicate with 

consumers in your area. By participating in a service such as Foursquare, you can attract and reward 

customers by offering mobile coupons, 

4. Social: A social media communication strategy can help you increase dialogue with your customers and 

get valuable feedback on your products and standards of customer service. You can set up a forum or 

comments page on your website where customers can share their views. 

5. Employees: Don’t forget to include employees in your communications strategy. By keeping them 

informed on developments in the store, special customer offers and other product news, you can be 

confident that they are communicating the right messages to your customers. 
 

Que 6 What are the characteristics of Effective Contact Strategy? 

Ans 6 Our experience suggests that an effective contact strategy has six key characteristics: 

1.           An effective contact strategy combines customer needs, products, commercial requirements and 

channel skills and capacities. 

2.           An effective contact strategy spans all products and channels and is driven from centralised 

planning that transcends traditional product and organisational silos. 

3.           An effective contact strategy recognises that different channels have different capabilities and, 

therefore, different uses. For instance, it is possible to undertake much more effective relationship building 

in inbound channels than through direct mail. 
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